CHAPTER 3: Recovery Assessment Overview

Overview
The Lower Ninth Ward, Planning District 8, was
one of the areas hardest hit by Hurricane Katrina
with more than 80% of the houses damaged or
destroyed by FEMA assessment standards.
Because of the extent of the damage, the area
was not open for residents to return and rebuild
until May 2006, seven months after Katrina. The
slow restoration of available electricity, potable
water, and gas service has further hindered the
recovery of the area. Thus, the needs for the
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district are quite different from other areas of the
city. Further, the Lower ninth Ward suffered from
a lack of investment by public and private
services prior to Katrina, including poor
infrastructure, especially street conditions,
inadequate public services, including police and
fire protection, and community services (grocery
store, bank, post office). Finally, the District
was, and continues to be, somewhat isolated
from the rest of Orleans Parish, with only three
bridges across the Industrial Canal (one of which,
at Florida Avenue, is not currently functioning,
while the other two suffer from frequent
interruptions to accommodate barge traffic on
the Canal.).
The District is bounded by the Industrial Canal to
the west, the Mississippi River to the south, the
St. Bernard Parish line to the east, and the
Florida Avenue levee to the north. Planning
District 8 includes the Lower 9th Ward and Holy
Cross neighborhoods and encompasses an area
of about 2.3 square miles. The District's

dominant land use is "Residential Single/Two
Family" except for "commercial" zones along the
major streets of St. Claude Avenue and Claiborne
Avenue. Planning District 8 has ample waterfront
access along the Mississippi River and is close to
the French Quarter/Vieux Carré (and Central
Business District beyond) via the riverfront or St.
Claude Avenue. Jackson Barracks (6400 St.
Claude Avenue) houses the Louisiana National
Guard and the Jackson Barracks Military Museum.
As in other parts of the city, this district has the
tendency of having high grounds (6-8 feet above
sea level) by the Mississippi River and lower
grounds (2-4 feet below sea level) farther away
from the Mississippi River. Contrary to the
popular understanding of this area, this district
has relatively higher elevations compared to other
districts.
The District Project Team conducted initial
analyses of previous planning efforts and
performed a current recovery assessment. Their
analyses consisted of multiple methods and

data sources, including archival research,
census data analyses, survey interviews, focus
groups, and geo-spatial data gathering. More
detailed information can be found in the
Planning District 8 Assessment and Gap
Analysis, October 27, 2006. The key findings
from their analysis include:
• The damage to housing in the Lower 9th
Ward due to Katrina remains substantial.
Renovation activity varies by neighborhood
within the district. The delay in restoring the
sewers and power to the area, infrastructure
damage, pre-Katrina abandoned and
blighted sites, lack of insurance, decisions
about public housing and lack of temporary
housing have complicated the return of
many residents to date.
• Infrastructure, public services, and garbage
removal in District 8 are unreliable and
insufficient

• Planning District 8, thirteen months after
Katrina, remains in need of major public
investment in order to allow for residents to
return and rebuild in a safe environment with
adequate public services and access to
businesses to provide for basis needs.
• Substantial investments in infrastructure are
necessary in order to address transportation
problems within the District. Investments are
also needed for improving the existing street
and sidewalk system, and improving transit
connections and reliability.
• Hurricane Katrina only served to further
degrade school facilities which were already
in poor condition prior to the storm. The
most immediate needs are to reopen
schools and employ qualified teachers.
Likewise,
neighborhood-level
medical
facilities, such as clinics, are needed to best
serve residents.

Population and Social Factors
Key Findings
The following key findings were derived from the
demographic analysis of Planning District 8 pre
and post-Katrina:
• African Americans made up approximately 95
percent of the total population in the district in
2000, which is expected to remain consistent.
• The median household income of District 8 is
significantly lower than the city, state and
national average.
• Within the population age-sex structure, more
females are residing in the district than males.
Also, a significant portion of the working-age
male population is estimated to have been
displaced from District 8 by Hurricane Katrina.

557,515
484,674

New Orleans Population: 2000

New Orleans Population: 1990

1.5%

New Orleans Population: 1980

59%

Residents with FEMA Trailers (oct 2006)

Lower Ninth Ward Homeownership

496,938
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• Based on the RAND Corporation’s
methodology, 50% of Planning District 8’s
population is expected to return by
September of 2008. This estimate could vary
widely depending on the restoration of basic
services, housing reconstruction, the opening
of public schools and health facilities, and the
state of infrastructure in the neighborhoods.

Estimated Population
According to Census 2000, there were 19,515
people, 6,802 households, and 4,782 families
residing in District 8. The 2006 population are
based our analysis on the repopulation rates
estimated by RAND and the Neighborhood Data
Report: Post-Katrina Recovery by UNOP. The
following table shows population estimations
based on the sources mentioned above, taking
into account the general amount of flood damage
by Census tract. The current population estimates,
that are based on utilities usage are misleading.
There are many residents who have returned,
who are in FEMA trailers, actively repairing,
occupying their property, and/or living near by,
but do not have access to services. In the 2000
Census, the racial distribution of District 8 was
3.2% White, 95.6% Black, 0.2% Native American,
0.1% Asian, 0.2% from other races, and 0.7%
from two or more races. This large AfricanAmerican population was significantly higher than
that nationally (12.3 percent) in 2000. The share
of Hispanic population in this district was only
0.8% in 2000, but it is estimated to have
increased since.

• For full report and analysis, see ACORN
Housing – University Partnership Report:
District Profile for Planning District 8
Methodology
The demographic profile has been compiled by
analyzing pre and post-Katrina population
characteristics from 2000 census and 2006 postKatrina estimation. The analysis has been subdivided into four sections including an estimation
of population, race and ethnicity, age structure,
and housing in the district. However, due to
limited data available in 2006, this demographic
analysis is constrained by the considerable
uncertainties about rebuilding processes that
surround post-Katrina District 8.
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0.1%

Pac. Isl. Residents

0.2%

Asian Residents

0.2%

Other Residents

0.7%

Am. Indian Residents

0.8%

Biracial Residents

3.2%

Latino Residents

White Residents

Pre-Katrina Population
African-American Residents

95.6%

0.0%

Defining Characteristics
District 8 has a number of important
characteristics that should be considered in any
proposal to rebuild the area. These include:
Physical Isolation: The District is hemmed in by
water on three sides with industrial land uses at
each of these borders, preventing its residents
easy access to both the city and open space.
Historical Significance: The District contains a
rich array of historically-significant and
aesthetically-pleasing examples of vernacular
residential,
commercial,
and
industrial
architecture.
African-American Heritage: The District’s
diversity – racial, economic, and cultural – has
created unique residential neighborhoods with
strong individual identities.
Active and networked civic organizations: The
District contains vital fraternal associations,
cultural groups, religious institutions and Mardi
Gras Krewes. This extensive organization

network offers residents an opportunity to make
their voices heard on critical issues affecting
their neighborhoods, city, and region.
Deep Religious Faith: The District embraces a
large number of religious organizations;
including many involved in the community and
helping residents cope with the tremendous
personal losses and traumas related to
Hurricanes Katrina and Rita.
Entrepreneurial Spirit: The District’s small
business sector includes a large number of
store-front businesses and home-based
enterprises operating within the area, some of
which were launched in the Post-Katrina era.
Vacant & Under-used Property: The large
number of city-owned, vacant lots and buildings
– many of which were vacant pre-Katrina –
located within the community represent
significant community resources that can be
used to attract new investment to the
neighborhood. There is the equivalent to about
40 blocks or 90 acres, when added together.

Waterfront Proximity: The river levee provides
an opportunity to promote future development,
recreational and open-space amenities. This is
the only riverfront area that does not have rail.
Desire to Return: Many of the District’s
displaced residents hold an intense desire to
return to their neighborhoods, to rebuild their
homes, communities, and lives.

District Needs
District residents provided input on the needs for
the district through a series of several meetings.
Two meetings in the early stages of the planning
process, the October 14 District Meeting #1, and
a follow-up district wide meeting on October 21
responded to needs the planning team gathered
from previous planning documents, engaged in
preliminary prioritization of need categories, and
expanded the list to include more detail. Further
meetings combined discussions of needs, goals,
and the agreed upon vision and identified
needed facilities and services.

Priority Needs from Previous Plans
Research into previous pre- and post Katrina
plans for District 8, identified general need
categories. These were presented to the
community in a prioritization exercise. They
considered whether each issue was important or
least important, ‘catalytic’ (i.e., those which might
help resolve multiple issues if they were
addressed), first on their implementation list, and
either short-term and long-term. They then added
other needs not addressed by these previous
plans.
Priority ranking for the identified general need
categories. Nearly one-third of those involved in
this exercise (29%) rated poor infrastructure
(water, sewer, electricity, streets, etc.) as an issue
to deal with first, as the most important issue
(42%) and on of the most catalytic (21%). Many
also rated high crime rate as important (42%) and
catalytic (25%); however, only one person
indicated this should be dealt with first. Other
needs many residents identified as most
important included poor school facilities

(33%), a lack of city services (33%), an
abundance of vacant, blighted housing (33%) and
a lack of public facilities (29%). A majority of
residents (75%) agreed the least important issue
was widening the Industrial Canal, a project
against which the Holy Cross Neighborhood
Association, joined by the Gulf Restoration
Network and the Louisiana Environmental Action
Network, filed suit in 2003 and again recently. On
October 3, 2006, U.S. District Judge Eldon Fallon
ruled that the Army Corps of Engineers must halt
dredging until an updated, post-Katrina
environmental assessment is completed on the
project (Times-Picayune, October 6, 2006).

thought, “If you put long-term, they will take their
time” and a third, “All of it is an immediate
concern.” Considering this uncertainty, most
residents involved in the exercise rated the 14
issues as ‘short-term’. Most focused on
infrastructure (92%) and more than 70 percent
included trash dumping (79%), street flooding
(75%), the high crime rate (71%) and a lack of
city services (71%). Common issues described as
long-term included recreation and open space
(58%), commercial development (50%) and lack
of employment opportunities (46%).

When residents were asked to rate ‘short-term’
issues, these were described by the meeting
facilitator as those, which ‘Katrina caused’,
compared to ‘long-term’ issues that dealt with
‘quality of life’ factors that were ‘present before
Katrina, not caused by Katrina’. Residents
appeared confused, however, about what these
ratings might mean for implementation. As one
resident voiced, “I’m concerned that if I put long–
term it wouldn’t be funded” while another resident

District residents elaborated considerably on the
list of needs presented from previous planning
efforts, as well as culled from work groups in the
District and Stakeholder meetings. Following is a
list of needs, grouped according to the sector
categories as defined by the Citywide Planning
team. In addition, overarching needs have been
evolved from community discussions and are
included below.

Resident Derived Needs

NEEDS/FACILITIES/SERVICES/PLACES THAT WERE REQUESTED BY THE PUBLIC
Better/stronger/improved levees to category 5 hurricane protection, Flood mitigation areas, Retention areas, Fire/police stations, Infrastructure, New prek-12+ high quality/comprehensive schools , Trade/vocational school,
Community college, Senior center/ daycare, Child Daycare, Library, Health Clinics, Services, Pharmacy & facilities: mental health, dental, doctors, pediatricians, senior health, Expanded MLK campus, Reuse Holy Cross as
middle and high school/ cultural center, Farmers market, Cultural center/arts/museum/theater, Community center, Nature Center Recreational facilities, Quality parks and Neighborhood park, Playgrounds, Wetlands, Dog park,
Water access (boat, fishing, pier, water taxi/ferry, etc), River turbines, wind farms, alternate energy sources, Levee park and Boardwalks trails, Pedestrian and bicycle friendly bridges over canal, Sports fields complex:
basketball, soccer, baseball, football, tennis, multi-modal transport, streetcars, water taxis, bike trails, walkways, Mixed housing -all incomes, all ages, Governmental offices: social security office, post office, etc, Quality grocery
market, Bus routes & Express bus, Streetcar/light rail, Restored to full service all city services, security, etc., Underground utilities, Connectivity to Jackson Barracks, Jobs, Local businesses, No nuisance businesses, Churches
(limited number), Commercial Corridors on St. Claude and Claiborne, Entertainment, coffee shops & restaurants, Commercial services: restaurants, Beauty/Barber shop, Cleaners, Washaterias, hardware, bookstore,
Assistance programs: funding, housing, immediate implementation
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Hurricane / Flood Protection

In the majority of pre-Katrina plans for the district
that were reviewed, flood protection and
mitigation has not played a prominent role and
very few references to the subject can be
observed. The only reference to flood mitigation
can be found in the justification for planning
green belts of open space along the industrial
canal. However, post Hurricane Katrina, we can
no longer be ignorant of the importance of flood
protection and mitigation. During Katrina, over
80% of the housing units in the Lower Ninth
Ward were destroyed by flood damage,
according to FEMA standards. Although this
area is not among the lowest lying

neighborhoods in the city, due to inadequate
levee protection, a torrent of water destroyed a
majority of the homes north of N. Claiborne and
west of Tupelo. This excessive damage could
have been mitigated through the improvement of
the protection systems. However, the entire
region is in a disaster-prone
area
and
Hurricane Katrina was not the only event in its
history or its future. Thus, it is essential to put
into place measures to safeguard the district
from future events and minimize damage to life
and property.

Levees & Floodwall

Pump Station

Hurricane Katrina Flood Levels

Bayou Bienvenu

Needs identified by the community and through analysis include:
Better street storm water drainage. Stronger and more reliable levee and floodwall protection.
Regional storm protection that affects Lower Ninth Ward (MRGO closure, wetlands, etc). Adequate
analysis of environmental issues with proposed Industrial Canal widening. Safe top soil as
opposed to lead and flood water contaminated soil. Safe spaces for evacuation and recovery.
Evacuation route planning.
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Neighborhood Flooding

10 & 100 yr floods

Levees & Floodwall

Risk Zones

19.40%

Housing with > 4’ of Flooding
Lower Ninth Ward

35.47%

Housing with 2 – 4’ of Flooding
Lower Ninth Ward

Housing with < 2’ of Flooding
Lower Ninth Ward

45.13%

Flood Composite
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Housing Recovery

Over 80% of the housing units in the Lower
Ninth Ward were destroyed by flood damage,
according
to FEMA
standards. The
reconstruction process will be difficult for Ninth
Ward neighborhood owners, who tend to have
limited financial resources. The Lower Ninth has
long been a home to working class families, and
59% of households own their homes, one of the
highest percentages in the city of New Orleans.
According
to
FEMA’s damage report of
February 2006, one-third of owners

whose Ninth Ward homes were flooded had no
insurance coverage of any kind. An additional
30% had only hazard insurance and will not be
able to make claims for flood damage. Nearly
25% of homeowners were paying over 50% of
their monthly incomes on housing costs, a
significant burden that will not have left much
in reserves (HUD calculations of housing cost
burdens). The floods also destroyed a significant
number of affordable rental housing units. The
Holy Cross neighborhood, which sustained

Conditions

Occupancy

Public Housing

Blighted & Adjudicated

Needs identified by the community and through analysis include:
Help getting houses gutted. Elderly and disabled residents especially need help gutting, repairing,
rebuilding Temporary housing during rebuilding process, especially handicapped accessible trailers
and temp housing. Opportunities for residents to purchase or improve blighted/adjudicated
property. Elimination of vacant, blighted housing. Better energy efficiency and (affordable)
sustainable building and retrofit techniques and funding to implement. Access to architectural
services for rebuilding. Access to low cost building materials. Safer, longer lasting housing.
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less severe damage, is a historic district that
requires particular care when rebuilding to meet
flood mitigation standards, according to the
Department of Homeland Security Report. The
damage to housing in the Lower Ninth Ward due
to Katrina is substantial. Renovation activity
varies by each neighborhood within the district.
Issues such as lack of sewer and power, severe
damage to infrastructure, pre-Katrina blighted
and abandoned sites, lack of adequate
insurance, decisions about public housing, and
lack of temporary housing have complicated the
return of many residents to date.

FEMA Damage
Assessments

Housing Flood Levels

19,515

14.34%

Median Value, Owner-Occupied Housing
Lower Ninth Ward

12.48 %

Vacant Housing
Lower Ninth Ward

Vacant Housing
New Orleans

39.43 %

Median Value, Owner- Occupied Housing
New Orleans

Owner-Occupied Housing
Lower Ninth Ward

46.80%
Renter Occupied Housing
New Orleans

390

Owner-Occupied Housing
Lower Ninth Ward

Owner-Occupied Housing
New Orleans

46.23%
40.72 %

Population July 2006
Lower Ninth Ward

Pre-Katrina Population (2000 Census)
Lower Ninth Ward

$115,984

$53,701

Residential
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Economic Recovery

The Lower Ninth Ward remains in need of major
public investment. Entire blocks of its major
commercial areas are abandoned, and only a
few, small businesses have reopened. With few
residents and almost no businesses, the future is
bleak without major intervention allowing for
residents to return and rebuild in a safe
environment with adequate public services and
access to businesses to provide for basic needs.
Getting residents back is the only way
businesses will be lured

back to the District. Once some of these basic
needs are provided for, the city should then
focus on creating a business environment that is
substantially better than before the storm, with
more of an emphasis on major retail corridors
and bringing higher quality jobs closer to the
residents.

Conditions

Occupancy

Recovery Status

Strategic Improvement Zone

Needs identified by the community and through analysis include:
Employment opportunities, both inside and outside of the District. Business growth for businesses
inside the neighborhood. Transportation links between District residents and job locations outside of
the District. Adequate commercial opportunities within the neighborhood (such as a grocery store, a
drug store, bank, etc.). Opportunities to involve Lower Ninth Ward residents in rebuilding as a
means toward job creation, empowerment, etc. Elimination of abandoned industrial facilities.
Elimination of nuisance (corner) stores
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Median Household Income, 2000
Lower Ninth Ward

Median Household Income, 2000
New Orleans

$20,916
Poverty Rate (2000 Census Data)
New Orleans

27.67%
Poverty Rate (2000 Census Data)
Lower Ninth Ward

34.27%
Businesses with < 2’ of Flooding
Lower Ninth Ward

32.69%
Businesses with 2’ – 4’ of Flooding
Lower Ninth Ward

38.80%
Businesses with > 4’ of Flooding
Lower Ninth Ward

Gutted Commercial
Land Use

Commercial Flooding Levels
Zoning

$31,207

28.51%

Commercial
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Community Services Recovery

Prior to Hurricane Katrina, the Orleans Parish
School Board could be characterized by
mismanagement and run down facilities. The
Recovery School District (RSD) was created in
2003 to allow the state of Louisiana to take over
failing schools. As of February 2006, 107
schools in New Orleans had been placed in the
RSD to be operated by the Louisiana
Department of Education. When Hurricane
Katrina hit, over half of the Parish’s schools were
destroyed. Both students and teachers were
displaced. Many of the schools that are being
reopened in other districts are opening under the
direction of the Recovery School Board.

Currently, none of the public school facilities in
the Lower Ninth Ward have reopened. Much still
needs to be done to bring these community
schools in back up to their pre-Katrina status,
and it will possibly take years for the schools to
reach a level that would qualify them as being
successful. There were no health care
facilities located in the Lower Ninth Ward prior to
Hurricane Katrina. Residents had to travel
outside the district to obtain medical care. They
still need to travel to other districts a year later,
although a recently opened health clinic on St.
Claude Avenue has slightly improved this
deficiency. New facilities are needed and the

Tree Canopy & Open Space

Facilities

Conditions

Occupancy

Needs identified by the community and through analysis include:
Elimination of trash dumping (parks, open spaces, vacant lots). Improved recreation and open space
opportunities (more even disbursement, walkable to all neighborhoods). Increased recreational
activities for all age groups Reduce overall crime rate, especially in parks and open spaces. Better
access to health facilities (including mental health and insurance services); Need more public
facilities (Community center, library, day care centers). More after-school activities. Elderly and
disabled need help navigating city, state programs. Better quality (and open) schools in terms
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general health care system will need major
revamping in order to successfully serve
neighborhood residents. The District, as with
much of the city, was underserved by parks,
playgrounds and play spots, and community
facilities. Passive open space along the
Mississippi Riverfront was well used but
disjointed. Parks and playgrounds lacked
consistent
maintenance and upkeep. In
addition,
much of the urban forest was
destroyed by the hurricanes, including severe
damage on the several tree-lined streets such as
Tennessee and Galvez. It will take some time to
see if the trees’ root systems survived the
polluted flood waters. The community faces the
threat of flooding in the future. There are
currently no facilities that can adequately serve
as emergency shelters to provide life-support
shelter in times of emergency or extended power
outage. Additionally, there are no police or fire
stations in the area post-Katrina. Sub-stations
that existed pre-Katrina have been moved to the
Sanchez Community Center and are generally
unmanned.

Healthcare & Education

Religious & Cultural

Needs continued:
of physical and academic conditions. Better integration with Jackson Barracks, Holy Cross School.
Eliminate nuisance (corner) stores. Balance widening of Industrial Canal with safety of
levees/floodwalls. Study for heliports throughout the neighborhood. Alarm system for
hurricanes (3-day before landfall). Evacuation route distinctly for Lower 9th Ward. Information on
costs and availability of hazard insurance, flood insurance. Better animal and rodent control.
Elimination of abandoned cars

Community Facilities
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Historic Preservation / Urban Design

The Lower Ninth Ward contains the Holy Cross
National and Local Historic Districts (roughly
contiguous) and several individual sites within
and outside of the historic districts. A strong
preservation community in New Orleans, led by
the city’s Historic District Landmarks
Commission and the Preservation Resource
Center, a local non-profit organization, has been
working tirelessly
since
the storm to
stabilize damaged historic districts.
The
preservation community has also recognized
that Katrina has created a unique climate of
national attention and funding, and they are
working to repair the damage, not only of

Katrina, but also from years of decay and
neglect. Holy Cross is primarily a residential
district, and its individually-listed buildings on the
National Register of Historic Places relate to
this residential character: houses, schools, and
churches. There are, in addition, several
commercial, industrial, and engineering-related
historic resources in Holy Cross, generally
concentrated along the Mississippi River
waterfront and along the Industrial Canal. A
number of residential areas outside of officiallydesignated districts may have historical interest,
especially in terms of culture and social ties, as
well as street patterns and features.

Building Use

Historic Districts & National Sites

Needs identified by the community and through analysis include:
Retention of historical integrity of neighborhood structures. Preservation of historic bridge and lock
at Industrial Canal. Ways to rebuild that optimize both the safety of future residents and the
affordability of their homes and businesses. Design review to improve St. Claude and N. Claiborne
Avenues. Urban Design Plan that matches identified projects with established funding sources
develops them with increased detail.
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Owner Occupied

Current Building Use Map

Blighted Properties

Blighted &
Adjudicated Properties

Neighborhood

Adjudicated Properties

Historic Holy Cross:
Holy Cross is an historic neighborhood at the southernmost edge of New Orleans' Lower Ninth Ward. It is both a National
Register Historic District and a local historic district. Set against the levee of the Mississippi River, Holy Cross stretches
from the Industrial Canal on the west to historic Jackson Barracks on the east, and from St. Claude Avenue on the north to the
levee on the south. Landmarks abound in the area and include the 1850 St. Maurice Church, 1830s Jackson Barracks, 1894
Holy Cross School and early twentieth century "steamboat houses“. – Courtesy Preservation Resource Center

Post Katrina Base Map
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Transportation Recovery

It is generally accepted that the Lower Ninth
Ward is relatively isolated from the rest of New
Orleans, and transportation problems contribute
significantly to this isolation. These problems
include poor public transit service, deteriorating
streets, the lack of sidewalks in many areas, and
traffic disruptions caused by the three bridges
that cross the Industrial Canal to the west (one
of which, the Florida Avenue Bridge, is not
currently in operation). The major and minor
transportation infrastructure in the lower ninth
ward was severely
damaged and transit
service has not been provided since Katrina. In
the rebuilding process, transportation issues and

objectives should be considered when making
other types of decisions, such as those
regarding land use, housing, economic
development, public safety, and drainage, just to
name a few. Quality transportation and public
transit are keys to achieving success in these
other aspects, and vice versa. These issues
must be considered concurrently. In order to
address
the transportation problems in the
Lower Ninth Ward, substantial investments in
infrastructure are likely to be necessary. These
investments would include improving the existing
street and sidewalk system, improving transit
connections and reliability, and considering the

Sidewalk Conditions

Street Conditions

Pre Katrina Bus Routes

Post Katrina Bus Routes

Needs identified by the community and through analysis include:
Transportation that links residents to job locations. Better coordination between transit system
and Industrial Canal traffic impacting bridge closures. Safe and functional pedestrian and bicycle
transportation system for commuting and recreation.
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various non-automobile transportation needs
such as bike paths. Transportation should be
considered concurrently with other issues in the
district and the city. Land use has major
implications for the nature of transportation
needed. The addition of more employment
opportunities within the district would reduce the
need to travel to other parts of the city for work,
thus reducing commute times and traffic.

Missing Signage

484,674

7%

Population that used public transit daily
Lower Ninth Ward

33.5%

Population that used public transit daily
New Orleans

27%

Population without personal transportation
Lower Ninth Ward

Population without personal transportation
New Orleans

Damaged Signage

18%

Infrastructure Conditions
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Public & Private Infrastructure & Utilities Recovery

Electrical and water services have been restored
to much of the area but remain spotty in the
areas above North Claiborne Avenue. According
to resident complaints, infrastructure, public
services, and garbage removal in District 8 is
unreliable and insufficient. Certified, potable
water was not established until October, 2006.
Debris from abandoned parcels and debris and
dumping from the clean up continues to be
a mounting problem within the District. The
problems faced by citizens in New Orleans are
cyclical in nature. The city needs people to move
back to generate revenues to pay for the public
goods but the services have to be in place to
entice repopulation.

Pre-K Population Density

Vacant vs Occupied

November 2006 – Utility Index

< 20% Post Katrina Utility Usage

Needs identified by the community and through analysis include:
Better and regular city services such as trash collection, etc. Better infrastructure including water,
sewer, storm water drainage, electricity, gas service, telephone, cable/internet, streets, streetlights,
sidewalks – All of these components are either in considerably worse condition since Katrina or nonexistent. NEED To discuss the need for easy repair and access thus HARDENED UNDERGROUND
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FEMA Trailer Sites

Utility & Service Restoration:
Potable water has been restored as of October 2006. Minimal telephone and electric poles have begun to be replaced as of
November 2006, and bi-weekly trash pick up has only recently resumed as of January 2007.

Debris Piles
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